
W for The Creator, he was 
intrigued by the intended 
approach of director/

Fraser ACS ASC. Looking to scale back the 
huge machinery a blockbuster movie requires, 
they wanted to use cheaper – and lighter – 

core of this was the camera: the Sony FX3. 

his major league blockbusters (2014) 
and Star Wars Rogue One (2016), 
began hatching the script for The Creator back 

keeping an eye on the developing market for 
prosumer cameras, although as Fraser points 

go to sleep for a couple of weeks, a new 
camera system comes out, and you’ve got to 
then go back to the drawing board and test 

who had shot Rogue One, to seamlessly 
The Creator. But 

repeated delays due to the pandemic meant 
that the start date for principal photography 
was pushed to January 2022 – by which point 
the Australian-born Fraser was already 

Villeneuve’s , the follow-up to 

whose work he was a big admirer of, to act as 
his replacement.

prosumer cameras. “Over the past ten years, 
the graph of the quality of cinema cameras 

he says. “Cinema cameras have stayed at a 
very consistently high level since the original 

ASC ACS discuss the crucial role scaled back kit 

The Creator.

COMPACT 
CREATIVITY 

The camera’s low-light capabilities meant 

Oren Soffer © 2023 20th Century Studios)

Creator.

Shooting in an agile way 
has become increasingly 
possible thanks to the 
FX3, along with the 
evolution of lightweight 
camera rigs and lighting 
equipment available on 
the prosumer market 
(Credit: Disney)
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stunned by what they saw when Fraser’s tests 

facility in Burbank, California. “The camera is 
just capable of incredible imagery, and it was 

he became convinced that this camera had the 
The Creator.  

of a nuclear bomb in Los Angeles 15 years 
earlier. The story follows Sgt. Joshua Taylor 
(John David Washington), who is sent into the 

batch, the RED One, the Thomson 

ago. And prosumer, over the past 
10 years, has climbed up that 

through the capability of cinema 

certain elements that cinema 
 

surprised by the choice of the FX3. 

March 2021, just a few months 
before he joined The Creator
basically a video-forward version 

lot of people over the years at the prosumer 
level – or just the consumer level – have been 

put out a version of the camera that inverted 

 

  
FLEXIBILITY IS KEY 
Lightweight and compact – the 

– the Sony FX3 perfectly met 
Edwards’ needs. The director 
loves to operate the camera 

in long takes that last as long as 
thirty minutes, avoiding the 

was to shoot raw footage, on 

 
 Fraser took the camera to Spain to shoot 
a commercial and also made some test footage 

maker of a super-weapon that may be used 
against the Americans in the ongoing war over 

child with uncanny powers – one that he 
names Alphie (Madeleine Yuna Voyles).  

FX3 had another major 

the camera to low light, and 
its capability of capturing an 

and this camera can go up to 
20,000. So, it’s just a lot more 

 
            With principal 
photography due to begin in 
January 2022 in Thailand, the 

really tried to align some of our night scenes with 

of that...we never quite aligned it. >>  

“THE SENSITIVITY OF THE SONY FX3 CAMERA 
TO LOW LIGHT, AND ITS CAPABILITY OF 
CAPTURING AN EXPOSURE, IS EXTREMELY 
HIGH COMPARED TO MORE EXPENSIVE AND 
LARGER CINEMA CAMERAS.” DP OREN SOFFER 

Greig Fraser ASC ACS (right) and 
Oren Soffer (left), as well as director 
Gareth Edwards, were impressed by 
the FX3’s capabilities (Credit: Glen 
Milner © 2023 20th Century Studios)

Edwards was inspired by wanting this movie 

we all grew up with and loved, like Blade 
Runner and Alien and Close Encounters, 
choosing vintage lenses (Credit: Disney)

The production even 
had time to test the 
camera’s capabilities 
in moonlight (Credit: 
Oren Soffer © 2023 
20th Century Studios)
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The Creator is set at a time when the US 
has built an orbital weapons system, 
NOMAD, to hunt down the remaining AI in 
the Republic of New Asia (Credit: Disney)

Beginning with the opening scene, as soldiers 
emerge from the waters onto a beach in the 

conjure some remarkable images.  
 Take the shootout in the apartment 
where Joshua’s old soldier buddy Drew lives, 

cityscape bleeding into the room in a way 
that you just wouldn’t get from a lower 

 

  
SCI-FI NOSTALGIA 

determined to use the 75mm Kowa Anamorphic 

 and Steven Spielberg’s 
. “Those vintage 

we tested in full moonlight. And the results 
 

 Even if Thailand’s wondrous full moons 

full advantage of the camera’s ability to shoot 
in natural light scenarios – especially at dusk 

the camera can see more than the human eye. 

naked eye, but hold the camera up, and 
 

 The camera’s capability with low-light 

Director Gareth Edwards (left), who likes to operate the 
camera himself, wanted to shoot nimbly, ideal for the FX3 
(Credit: Glen Milner © 2023 20th Century Studios)

The Creator was captured with Edwards’ lens 
of choice: the 75mm Kowa Anamorphic, the 
perfect partner to the FX3 (Credit: Disney)

Thanks to the FX3’s prosumer 
price point, multiple cameras 
were built in different 

held on a handheld gimbal, 
another on a dolly that could 
be transferred to a scissor 
crane, while another was 
dedicated for drone footage 
(Credit: Disney)
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language and in the overall 
 

 Although The Creator 
was largely a one-camera 

price point of the FX3 meant 

including a drone for aerial 

between handheld and a dolly 
or the telescopic Technocrane. 
Some shots were even remote 
operated via an app on an iPhone. “The iPhone 
sat on a tripod head with a monitor, so you 

 When the Thailand leg of the shoot 

London to shoot for ten days at Pinewood 

NOMAD, the aerial weapon that the Americans 

to be uploaded onto LED walls 
that form the backdrop of the 
stage. Among those created 
were NOMAD’s Biosphere, a 
cavernous space where plants 
are grown. 
 Fraser, who has a wealth 

volume following his work 
on Star Wars TV series The 

, was able to work 

scenes for the volume, while 

the others arrived, however, 
it meant switching cameras.  

the FX3...it doesn’t sync with 

shoot on the volume, but you 

would see banding on the walls, so it wasn’t 
 

camera that was closest to the FX3, which 

days of principal photography, however, saw 
a return to the FX3 to shoot sequences on a 

 

Sony cameras but with the other prosumer 
tools used to create The Creator

how good they are and what they’re capable of. 

embrace lightweight prosumer tools across the 

nimble, small-footprint, almost documentary-
style way we wanted to make it. These were 

 
 “Our biggest hope, big 

our methodology encourage 

tools they consider using 

branding of certain tools can 
open up a whole new world 

  
 
The Creator is out now. 
  
Words: 

Gareth Edwards was keen to use prosumer kit for The Creator 
(Credit: Glen Milner © 2023 20th Century Studios) 

“ULTIMATELY THE FX3 WAS PART 
OF A LARGER EFFORT TO EMBRACE 
LIGHTWEIGHT PROSUMER TOOLS 
ACROSS THE BOARD THAT 
ALLOWED US TO MAKE THE FILM IN 
THE NIMBLE, SMALL-FOOTPRINT, 
ALMOST DOCUMENTARY-STYLE WAY 
WE WANTED TO MAKE IT.” DP OREN SOFFER 

Soffer was able to take full 
advantage of the camera’s 
ability to shoot in natural light 
scenarios (Credit: Disney)

It was important the lens – the 75mm 
Kowa anamorphic was their go-to –  
was lightweight and small, like the FX3
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